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provide a uniquely long continental record of change 

and allow us to explore climatic forcings and 

teleconnections over a full glacial cycle

understand the interactions of different 

elements of the earth system in the past 

and for identifying potential areas of 

vulnerability to future climate change.

to climate modellers as modelling the 

climate of the NAT 
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understand the interactions of different 

elements of the earth system in the past 

and for identifying potential areas of 

vulnerability to future climate change.

to climate modellers as modelling the 
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Relatively fresh and large lake conditions between  23 and 45 ky

indicate that this area was cold and wet  

Between 20 to 23 ky , a very shallow lake  was resulted from dry

climates during last glacial Maximum 

between 14 and 20 ky the lake became fresh and deepening

Toward the middle Holocene the  central mexican lakes lakes 

became shallow, saline more associated to humen ainteractions 

FINAL REMARKS CUITZEO AND CHAPALA SAYULA 
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Use isotopic, geochemical and palaeoecological methods, 

combined with a range of dating techniques, we identified  the 

timing and magnitude of periods of high and low lake levels 

over glacial interglacial, stadial-interstadial cycles.

recent desiccation of the basin is consistent with past low lake 

level episodes, or is a unique event which can be attributed to 

human activity


